Myelin sheath thickness and conduction latency groups in the cat optic nerve.
In many animals, the optic nerve has multiple conduction latency groups of fibres yet displays a unimodal frequency distribution of fibre sizes. An attempt has been made to resolve this discrepancy in the cat. Examination of teased preparations of fixed cat optic nerve fibres by polarizing interference light microscopy indicated that a fibre's size may change abruptly along its length. Furthermore, the diameters of single nerve fibres followed for distances of up to 30 mum in serial transverse sections of cat optic nerve showed variations of up to 100% of a fibre's average diameter over that distance. On the other hand, the myelin sheath thickness of these fibres appeared to be relatively constant along any one fibre. A population of cat optic nerve fibres which had a unimodal axon diameter frequency distribution was found to have a myelin sheath thickness frequency distribution with five modes. These modes have been interpreted as indicating the existence of five groups of fibres in the cat optic nerve. Four of these groups may be related to four negative peaks seen in the antidromic compound action potential recorded at the margin of the cat optic disc following stimulation of the optic chiasm. The fifth myelin thickness group appears to represent the slowly conducting fibres which do not make an obvious contribution to the antidromic compound action potential. It is concluded that for the cat optic nerve, the conduction latency groups seen in the compound action potential may be more directly correlated with the frequency distribution of fixed nerve myelin thickness than with the frequency distribution of fixed nerve fibre diameter.